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About This Game
Bad Rats Show is a physics puzzle game where the rats exact their bloody revenge against their main enemies: the Cats. Solve
puzzles in 2D and 3D maps using physics, objects and specially trained Rats. All new Rats and Cats, but with the same classic
and questionable Bad Rats humor. With the new map editor you can download, create and share new levels. With unlimited
solutions for each puzzle, flex your creativity and enjoy the show!

- Comic cartoon violence and cartoon blood
- Realistic bad rats physics simulation
- Puzzles and maps in 2.5D and 3D
- 11 Specialist Rats, anxious for revenge
- 10 different and bloody deaths for cats
- 11 other functional objects to help you
- 44 original Maps, from easy to very hard
- Unlimited maps with editor and workshop
- Original, cartoon styled characters
- Challenge your creativity, intelligence and logic
- Unlock all the Steam Achievements
- Map editor
Prologue:
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Some animals are evil and kill without mercy, but sooner or later what goes around comes around, and these bad animals end up
getting what they deserve. That's what happens in Bad Rats Show: evil cats have been captured by rats and will be executed for
revenge in a bloody and bizarre show.
On each map, a physical puzzle needs to be solved. When the solution is found, it starts the show and the annihilation of a
prisoner Cat is carried out for the viewing pleasure of the audience! This is a crazy rats' party hosted by MC Rat, a band of rats
singing original songs and rat dancers as well. This is a show where Bad Rats have some violent fun!!!
Preface:
Not all animals are willing to accept their position in the food chain, and remain as banal prey to their predators. The Rats
decided to follow the example of the most vicious animals on earth: Us!!! This is what the Bad Rats are doing in this game:
fighting predators, fighting against their enemies. They are rats, and they are bad! They turn their revenge into a bloody show,
an insane party where no cat would like to be. They call this the "Bad Rats Show".
Epilogue:
Never mistreat animals. Never throw a dynamite charge on a cat. Never put a cat in a pool full of piranhas. Do not spill toxic
waste on any cat. Do not think of giving high voltage shocks to cats in general. Do not drop heavy instruments on cats.
Fireworks do not help cats. Nuclear bombs should not be used to exterminate any cats. No animals were harmed during the
production of this game, except a dozen ants, two small spiders and three cockroaches.
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Title: Bad Rats Show
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Invent4 Entretenimento
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 20 Jul, 2016
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 or better
Processor: Dual-Core Processor 2.5 GHz or better
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX®11-compatible graphics adapter with 1 GB (2 GB recommended)
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 1 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX® compatible
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It seems like a fun game but I was a bit dissapointed with how difficult it seemed to hit the ball, the speed measurements do not
feel accurate .. and I found a trick to hit sixes and fours on every ball by pausing the game mid-delivery.. i can said this game
pretty nice and its free.. good puzzle game just for mine its not in a full screen... This game is hard as
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665! But i like it!. I ended up picking up this ebook on sale when it was only 2 dollars. I didn't really
know what to expect from it, but honestly, this is one of my better steam purchases (for the price I got it). I found the stories
interesting and entertaining, and I can relate with some of my playthroughs with CK2, EU4, and Vic 2.
Great as a book, but get it on sale.
9\/10. Great reading for history buffs, and since your playing EU4, I assume you at least have a decent knowledge of World
History. But 7 dollars for a digital pdf on Steam is a little crazy. I prefer paper copy for that price.. This game was short and not
very interesting. I finished it in thirty minutes, and I wasn't trying at all.
The "puzzles" were straightforward and marked with big, glowy glyphs showing you exactly what to do - obviously the
developers were worried that players might have to use their brains a little bit during the game, so they took steps to remedy that
situation.
The "time travel" is that each room has a past and future version, neither of which has any direct impact on the state of the
other. If they'd left out the time travel and just made the house have eight rooms instead of four, it would have been the exact
same game.
A couple of times, It is announced to you that your carrying an inventory item between past and present has triggered a so-called
"time lock", which means you have to leave the house and wander a linear and uninterestingly surreal landscape ("Surreal" =
"We had these game models lying around and didn't know what to do with them, so we threw them at random into a blue, blank
void-type-place") until you do a pointless chore that somehow resolves the paradox you created(?) and lets you back into the
house.
Some green floaty dudes show up on occasion during these sequences and you have to shoot arrows at them. If you don't, they
shoot fireballs at you, but that's okay because from what I could tell, nothing meaningful happens when you get hit by these
anyway. That's the so-called "action elements" in their entirety.
The game also gives the player the ability to pause and rewind time, which you will never actually use and indeed forget about
entirely after the tutorial sequence forces you to push the buttons and confirm to yourself that they exist. I hope that next time
they make something like this, the devs will design their gameplay and puzzles first, and develop the supporting mechanics only
once they know what they're going to actually use them for. Maybe there's hope for that now that VR's been around for a bit
longer and there's less pressure to rush any VR experience whatsoever to market while there are still so few options that people
will buy anything that sounds kinda cool.
To the game's credit, there is a picure of a nice cat in a drawer. I liked that bit.. Great game, great controls and great selection of
characters ..but stoy mode sucks.
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Fantastic updated version of the classic that runs flawlessly and looks great on PC. Recognises PS4 controller without issue. Just
keep in mind the game starts at max volume until you load your save.
Highly looking forward to the other titles getting the PC\/updated version treatment.. Extremely fun, exactly as promised. Not
the most complex game, but great story telling and choices that really matter. Plus, fun art.. it doesnt work. Very cool musical
game, if you liked 140, you'll love this one too. Challenging puzzles\/plateforming and nice soundtrack. The big oof : this game
is very short, but it was really enjoyable. uhm i just wanna know how you managed to get this game to sell for 10 dollars jesus
christ.. It is very difficult to play this game on a modern PC, and thus it's hard to enjoy it. For example, a Windows 10
notification will cover about 1\/4 of the screen, because the resolution is so small. Most games would allow you to ALT+TAB
out and get rid of the notification, but Starfleet Academy will not accept that input. You also cannot exit using ALT+F4, and the
notification will cover the menu buttons, so you have to just fumble around until you get a message about "aborting the mission"
or whatever. tl;dr, you're a captive audience to a game you can't play.
Okay, yes, I could turn off notifications. The game also has not made that simple fix seem worth it; I feel like I'm not missing
much by just not playing it.. An amusing game, crippled by poor optimisation (at least on my computer) which makes the game
appear more like a slideshow with gun sound-effects than a game when more than a handful of enemies are present. Still an
amusing concept, pick it up cheap in an indie bundle or for less than $2.. Very nice :D. This is pretty alright. Can be slightly
frustrating at times, particularly bosses and not having any power-ups at them but overall the good outweighs the bad and is
certainly worth 50 cents.
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